20th Century Mystic Joel S. Goldsmith: 2nd Series

8-Week Course, Merrill Gardens
Wednesday, 10:00 am to Noon
June 5-July 24, 2019
Instructor: Patricia Ferrara
Contact: patricialferrara@gmail.com
Phone: 702.902.4270

“Somewhere in consciousness there lies a land undiscovered, a land not yet revealed by religion, philosophy or science. I know that it exists for it continually pushes itself into my awareness.” Joel S. Goldsmith

“I have an 8 x 10 photo of Joel Goldsmith on my writing table. I consider Joel to be one of my most important teachers.” Wayne Dyer

“A new generation of mature seekers, receptive to spiritual truth, is now discovering Joel Goldsmith’s teachings. I foresee that those teachings will impact more people in the 21st century than in his lifetime.” Eckhart Tolle

Class 1, June 5
Class Introductions. Movie: Joel S. Goldsmith, The Man and His Message

Class 2, June 12
The importance of “10-second” meditations

Class 3, June 19
Going deeper with 10-minute meditations

Class 4, June 26
Resting in the “Non-Power” that is All Power

Class 5, July 3
Grace operates only in the immediate now

Class 6, July 10
Rising above words and thoughts

Class 7, July 17
Incorporeal God, man and universe

Class 8, July 24
Spiritual Consciousness reveals harmony

Each week, after the first, will include a 10-minute meditation before a one-hour audio recording of a Goldsmith class. Topics may vary depending upon the quality of the recordings and student input. For those new to Goldsmith, the instructor recommends reading The Art of Meditation, Practicing the Presence or any of Joel S. Goldsmith’s books (available on Amazon).